The purpose of the 19th International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems (ICEIS) is to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in the advances and business applications of information systems.

Venue:
Porto, Portugal

Event date:
26 - 29 April, 2017

Regular Papers
Paper Submission: November 30, 2016
Authors Notification: February 1, 2017
Camera Ready and Registration: February 15, 2017

Position Papers
Paper Submission: January 19, 2017
Authors Notification: February 22, 2017
Camera Ready and Registration: March 8, 2017

Workshops
Workshop Proposal: January 12, 2017

Doctoral Consortium
Paper Submission: March 1, 2017
Authors Notification: March 14, 2017
Camera Ready and Registration: March 24, 2017

Special Sessions
Special Session Proposal: January 30, 2017

Tutorials, Demos and Panels Proposals: March 6, 2017

Open Communications
Paper Submission: March 1, 2017
Authors Notification: March 14, 2017
Camera Ready and Registration: March 24, 2017
Scope:
The purpose of the 19th International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems (ICEIS) is to bring together researchers, engineers and practitioners interested in the advances and business applications of information systems. Six simultaneous tracks will be held, covering different aspects of Enterprise Information Systems Applications, including Enterprise Database Technology, Systems Integration, Artificial Intelligence, Decision Support Systems, Information Systems Analysis and Specification, Internet Computing, Electronic Commerce, Human Factors and Enterprise Architecture.

CONFERENCE AREAS:
1. DATABASES AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS INTEGRATION
2. ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS
3. INFORMATION SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND SPECIFICATION
4. SOFTWARE AGENTS AND INTERNET COMPUTING
5. HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
6. ENTERPRISE ARCHITECTURE

KEYNOTE SPEAKERS
ICEIS 2017 will have several invited keynote speakers, who are internationally recognized experts in their areas. Their names are not yet confirmed.

CONFERENCE CO-CHAIRS
Olivier Camp, MODESTE/ESEO, France
Joaquim Filipe, Polytechnic Institute of Setúbal / INSTICC, Portugal

PROGRAMME CO-CHAIRS
Slimane Hammoudi, ESEO, MODESTE, France
Michal Smialek, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland

LOCAL CO-CHAIRS
Maria João Silva Costa Ferreira, Universidade Portucalense, Portugal
Isabel Seruca, Universidade Portucalense, Portugal

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE
http://www.iceis.org/ProgramCommittee.aspx

ICEIS Secretariat
2910-595 Setubal – Portugal
Tel: +351 265 520 184
Fax: +351 265 520 186
e-mail: iceis.secretariat@insticc.org
Web: http://www.iceis.org
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